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QUESTION 1

After restoring an Amazon RDS snapshot from 3 days ago, a company\\'s Development team cannot connect to the
restored RDS DB instance. What is the likely cause of this problem? 

A. The restored DB instance does not have Enhanced Monitoring enabled 

B. The production DB instance is using a custom parameter group 

C. The restored DB instance is using the default security group 

D. The production DB instance is using a custom option group 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/rds-cannot- connect/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/USER_RestoreFromSnapsho t.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A company wants to migrate its existing on-premises Oracle database to Amazon Aurora PostgreSQL. The migration
must be completed with minimal downtime using AWS DMS. A Database Specialist must validate that the data was
migrated accurately from the source to the target before the cutover. The migration must have minimal impact on the
performance of the source database. 

Which approach will MOST effectively meet these requirements? 

A. Use the AWS Schema Conversion Tool (AWS SCT) to convert source Oracle database schemas to the target Aurora
DB cluster. Verify the datatype of the columns. 

B. Use the table metrics of the AWS DMS task created for migrating the data to verify the statistics for the tables being
migrated and to verify that the data definition language (DDL) statements are completed. 

C. Enable the AWS Schema Conversion Tool (AWS SCT) premigration validation and review the premigration checklist
to make sure there are no issues with the conversion. 

D. Enable AWS DMS data validation on the task so the AWS DMS task compares the source and target records, and
reports any mismatches. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: "To ensure that your data was migrated accurately from the source to the target, we highly recommend
that you use data validation." https://docs.aws.amazon.com/dms/latest/userguide/CHAP_BestPractices.html 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/dms/latest/userguide/CHAP_Validating.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A database specialist needs to replace the encryption key for an Amazon RDS DB instance. The database specialist
needs to take immediate action to ensure security of the database. 
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Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Modify the DB instance to update the encryption key. Perform this update immediately without waiting for the next
scheduled maintenance window. 

B. Export the database to an Amazon S3 bucket. Import the data to an existing DB instance by using the export file.
Specify a new encryption key during the import process. 

C. Create a manual snapshot of the DB instance. Create an encrypted copy of the snapshot by using a new encryption
key. Create a new DB instance from the encrypted snapshot. 

D. Create a manual snapshot of the DB instance. Restore the snapshot to a new DB instance. Specify a new encryption
key during the restoration process. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A financial services company runs an on-premises MySQL database for a critical application. The company is
dissatisfied with its current database disaster recovery (DR) solution. The application experiences a significant amount
of downtime whenever the database fails over to its DR facility. The application also experiences slower response times
when reports are processed on the same database. To minimize the downtime in DR situations, the company has
decided to migrate the database to AWS. The company requires a solution that is highly available and the most cost-
effective. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Create an Amazon RDS for MySQL Multi-AZ DB instance and configure a read replica in a different Availability Zone.
Configure the application to reference the replica instance endpoint and report queries to reference the primary DB
instance endpoint. 

B. Create an Amazon RDS for MySQL Multi-AZ DB instance and configure a read replica in a different Availability Zone.
Configure the application to reference the primary DB instance endpoint and report queries to reference the replica
instance endpoint. 

C. Create an Amazon Aurora DB cluster and configure an Aurora Replica in a different Availability Zone. Configure the
application to reference the cluster endpoint and report queries to reference the reader endpoint. 

D. Create an Amazon Aurora DB cluster and configure an Aurora Replica in a different Availability Zone. Configure the
application to reference the primary DB instance endpoint and report queries to reference the replica instance endpoint. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2016/09/reader-end-point-for- amazon-aurora/ 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is load testing its three-tier production web application deployed with an AWS CloudFormation template on
AWS. The Application team is making changes to deploy additional Amazon EC2 and AWS Lambda resources to
expand the load testing capacity. A Database Specialist wants to ensure that the changes made by the Application team
will not change the Amazon RDS database resources already deployed. 

Which combination of steps would allow the Database Specialist to accomplish this? (Choose two.) 
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A. Review the stack drift before modifying the template 

B. Create and review a change set before applying it 

C. Export the database resources as stack outputs 

D. Define the database resources in a nested stack 

E. Set a stack policy for the database resources 

Correct Answer: BE 

https://docs.amazonaws.cn/en_us/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/best- practices.html#cfn-best-practices-
changesets 
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